LOOK AT THE WORDS IN THE LIST BELOW AND WRITE THEM UNDER THE CORRECT PICTURES.

- doctor
- dentist
- cashier
- builder
- reporter
- tailor
- teacher
- cook
- magician
- baker
- singer
- artist
- waiter
- carpenter
- actor
- nurse
- secretary
- gardener
- vet
- businessman
- policeman
- painter
- hairdresser
- dancer
- farmer

1) _________ 2) _________ 3) _________ 4) _________ 5) _________
6) _________ 7) _________ 8) _________ 9) _________ 10) _________
11) _________ 12) _________ 13) _________ 14) _________ 15) _________
16) _________ 17) _________ 18) _________ 19) _________ 20) _________
21) _________ 22) _________ 23) _________ 24) _________ 25) _________
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1) artist
2) carpenter
3) baker
4) vet
5) businessman
6) painter
7) hairdresser
8) gardener
9) doctor
10) secretary
11) waiter
12) farmer
13) builder
14) policeman
15) tailor
16) magician
17) cashier
18) dancer
19) reporter
20) singer
21) dentist
22) actor
23) teacher
24) cook
25) nurse